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Decrease in Photovoltaic Power Output from Ripple:
Simple General Calculation and the Effect

of Partial Shading
Charles R. Sullivan, Senior Member, IEEE, Jonathan J. Awerbuch, and Alexander M. Latham, Member, IEEE

Abstract—The effect of voltage ripple on the power output of
a photovoltaic panel is calculated and tested experimentally. Volt-
age ripple induces a much larger power reduction than would be
predicted from a conventional small-signal model of the panel’s
I–V characteristic, even with small ripple amplitude. A simple
expression is provided to calculate power reduction from rms rip-
ple voltage, for any ripple waveform shape. The effect of ripple on
power output can be much more severe under nonuniform irradi-
ance as can result from partial shading. The results are important
for

1) consideration of double-line-frequency ripple in single-phase
inverters;

2) high-frequency switching ripple with any power converter in
a photovoltaic system; and

3) perturbations and tracking errors in maximum-power-point
tracking systems.

Index Terms—Maximum-power-point tracking (MPPT), photo-
voltaics, ripple, single-phase inverter.

I. INTRODUCTION

I T is well known that the output of a photovoltaic (PV) cell
or panel is maximized by operating at a specific point on its

exponential voltage-current characteristic curve, the maximum
power point (MPP). Because the MPP varies with temperature
and irradiance, maximum power point tracking (MPPT) sys-
tems (surveyed in [1] and [2]) are commonly used in order to
operate the panel at this point. However, the voltage and cur-
rent on the panel are rarely purely dc—various ripple compo-
nents and deliberate or accidental control perturbations produce
temporary, minor deviations from the MPP. Understanding the
impact of these excursions away from the MPP is essential
for rational design of high-performance systems for extracting
maximum energy from PV panels. This includes sizing high-
frequency filter components in switching converters and invert-
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ers, energy buffering in single-phase inverters [3]–[11], and de-
signing MPPT systems to minimize perturbation size [12] or
the combined effect of algorithmic and noise-induced perturba-
tions [13], [14].

An intuitively appealing approach to estimating the reduction
in power output due to ripple would be to derive a small-signal
model by fitting a tangent line to the I–V curve at the MPP,
and then calculate power reduction from the linearized model,
which results in

Pss = I2
ripple,rmsRss = V 2

ripple,rms/Rss (1)

where Rss is the small-signal resistance. However, the actual
power reduction is much larger than would be estimated by this
simple small-signal approach. The larger reduction in power
is described in [3], analyzed in [15]–[17], and experimentally
verified in [16] and [17].

One might expect that the larger power reduction compared
to that predicted from (1) would vanish as the size of the per-
turbation was reduced—that with sufficiently small ripple the
small-signal model would become valid, and so would (1). How-
ever, (1) neglects a term that dominates the power reduction
even with arbitrarily small ripple. This can be shown through a
Taylor-series expansion of the PV panel output power [3], [15].

This paper provides a simple, practical formulation of the
reduction in power output arising from ripple and other per-
turbations. It is easier to use and more generally applicable,
especially in contrast to the Bessel-function analysis of a sinu-
soidal ripple in [16], and does not require simulations [7], [8] or
experimental measurements [5]. The calculation requires only
the rms value of the voltage ripple, independent of the shape of
the ripple waveform. The power reduction is typically nearly an
order of magnitude higher than would be predicted by (1). In
addition, the paper discusses the effect of nonuniform irradiance
on the different cells of a PV panel, and shows that in this case,
the effect of ripple can be dramatically magnified. The power
reduction effect of ripple is experimentally verified for a range
of ripple amplitudes, frequencies, and waveforms.

The large effect of ripple on power output has important
implications for the design of single-phase inverters, which re-
quire large capacitors, active buffering, or both to avoid exces-
sive double-line-frequency ripple on the panel [3]–[11]. In a
three-phase or dc application, the implication is that switching-
frequency ripple should be stringently filtered. In MPPT algo-
rithms, the importance of accurate tracking and small pertur-
bations is emphasized; as perturbations are reduced in order
to reduce ripple-induced power reduction, noise becomes more
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Fig. 1. Comparison of two models for a solar array, showing that there is no
significant difference in the region of interest near the MPP. The solid line is the
simple diode model given by (2); the dashed line is for a model with shunt and
series resistances of 5 kΩ and 10 Ω, respectively. This shows that the simple
diode model is adequate.

prominent, and balancing the effects of noise and perturbations
becomes important for achieving high performance [13], [14].
The results also help quantify the benefits of using inherent
ripple from the operation of the power conversion hardware
for MPPT, without deliberately introducing additional pertur-
bations [5], [18]–[20].

II. ANALYSIS

A simple exponential diode model of a solar panel with iden-
tical cells with identical irradiance and temperature is used for
analysis [21]

i(t) = Isc − Is

(
e

v ( t )
n m V T − 1

)
(2)

where i(t) is the panel current, v(t) is the panel voltage, m is
the number of cells, Isc is the short-circuit current (proportional
to irradiance), VT is thermal voltage, and Is and n are diode
characteristic parameters (scale current and ideality factor, re-
spectively). The physics behind the model is described in, for
example, [22]. Although more sophisticated models are avail-
able [21], [22], the shape near the knee of the curve, where
the MPP is located, is captured well by this simple model. For
example, Fig. 1 compares the simple diode model (2) to a com-
mon model with shunt and series resistors [22]. The models
can be seen to provide virtually identical behavior in the region
of interest near the MPP. Thus, the simple diode model (2) is
appropriate for this study.

For high-frequency ripple, the capacitance of the diode may
also be important. As in [16], the effect of parallel capacitance
can be considered separately from the analysis of power reduc-
tion due to ripple by defining the variable i(t) to be exclusive
of the current through the capacitance. The terminal voltage is
equal to the variable v(t) with or without capacitance, so the
results are most directly applicable when formulated in terms
of ripple voltage. If they are written in terms of ripple current,
an additional correction for capacitance is necessary at high
frequency.

Panel output power is simply the product of panel voltage and
current, and can be written in terms of v(t)

P = v(t)Isc − v(t)Is

(
e

v ( t )
n m V T − 1

)
. (3)

The power near an operating point, (V0 , I0), can be approxi-
mated by a Taylor expansion of P (v(t))

p(t) ≈ V0I0 + Δv(t)
dP

dv
+

1
2
Δv(t)2 d2P

dv2 (4)

where Δv(t) is the instantaneous deviation from the voltage at
the operating point V0 .

At the MPP (Vmp , Imp ), the first derivative dP/dv = 0, and
so the first-order term in (4) is zero, such that

p(t) ≈ VmpImp +
1
2
Δv(t)2 d2P

dv2 . (5)

The time-average reduction in power harvested can be written
in terms of the rms value of voltage ripple, (Δv)rms , as

Pr ≈ −1
2

((Δv)rms)
2 d2P

dv2 . (6)

Substituting the second derivative of (3), as detailed in
Appendix A, results in

Pr ≈ ((Δv)rms)
2 1

Rss

(
1 +

Vmp

2(nmVT )

)
(7)

where Rss = Vmp/Imp is the small-signal resistance at the MPP.
This means that the power reduction due to ripple is greater than
what would be predicted from the small-signal model by a factor
(1 + Vm p

2(nmVT ) ). For example, for typical values Vmp = 0.5 V per
cell, n = 1.4, and VT = 26 mV, this factor is about 7.87. This
result is larger than expected from the linearized model because
the curvature of the PV panel’s I–V curve contributes a second-
order term to the power expression, in addition to the term that
results from the first derivative of the I–V curve, corresponding
to the small-signal resistance.

The power reduction (7) can also be written as a fraction of
power at the MPP (Pmp ) as follows:

Pr

Pmp
≈

(
(Δv)rms

Vmp

)2 (
1 +

Vcell

2(nVT )

)
(8)

where Vcell is the cell voltage at the MPP (Vcell = Vmp/m).
For the same parameter values used in the example above,
Pr/Pmp ≈ 7.87 ((Δv)rms/Vmp)2 , providing a very simple way
to calculate the effect of ripple. For example, ripple with an rms
amplitude equal to 8% of the MPP voltage would result in a 5%
reduction in power output.

A. Partial Shading

The analysis above is for a string of identical cells under
identical irradiance. With mismatches in cell characteristics or
in irradiance, the curvature of the I–V characteristic at the MPP
can become stronger, as shown, for example, in Fig. 2. Another
example of this can be found in [23]. The strong curvature
magnifies the effect of ripple. For an intuitive explanation of
this effect, consider a string of 20 cells in series, and no bypass
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Fig. 2. Simulated V –I curves for a solar panel with uniform irradiance and
with partial shading on a small portion of the panel. The sharper corner at the
MPP of the partially shaded panel leads to increased sensitivity to ripple. The
model includes parallel resistance for each cell.

diodes. If most of the cells, under full irradiance, have a short-
circuit current of 2 A, but one cell is shaded such that its short-
circuit current is 1 A, then no cell can operate at more than
1 A. Thus, the majority of the cells will be operating near their
open-circuit voltages, and can be crudely modeled as voltage
sources. The MPP will be with a current very close to 1 A
because, as current is increased up to 1 A, the voltage of most
of the cells does not drop appreciably. Only the voltage of the
one shaded cell changes significantly. Thus, the range of the
voltage change for a significant change in current is compressed
by a ratio approximately equal to the ratio of the number of
unshaded cells to the number of shaded cells—a factor of 20 in
our example. One can therefore expect that the effect of voltage
ripple should also be magnified by about a factor of 20 compared
to the case of uniform irradiance.

To analyze such situations, we write array voltage as a func-
tion of current v(i), because each cell has the same current, and
thus it is easier to get an explicit expression for voltage in terms
of current. To find the effect of ripple, we will again use a Tay-
lor expansion. Following steps analogous to (5)–(7), including
noting that at the MPP, the first-order term drops out, leads to
an analogous expression for the reduction in power

Pr ≈ −1
2

((Δi)rms)
2 d2P

di2
. (9)

This expression (9) is simply a different way of writing the same
reduction in power described by (7).

The second derivative of power can be written as

d2P

di2
= 2

dv

di
+ i

d2v

di2
. (10)

The power reduction at the MPP Imp is then

Pr ≈ − ((Δi)rms)
2
(

dv

di
+

1
2
Imp

d2v

di2

)
. (11)

Appendix B works out these derivatives for a panel with ma

cells with a short-circuit current Ia and mb cells with a short-
circuit current Ib , assuming that all other parameters are the
same for all cells. Substituting the derivatives into (11) results
in

Pr ≈ ((Δi)rms)
2 nVT

(
ma

Ia + Is − Imp
+

mb

Ib + Is − Imp

+
Imp

2

(
ma

(Ia + Is − Imp)2 +
mb

(Ib + Is − Imp)2

))
. (12)

While (12) allows accurately calculating the power reduction, it
provides little intuition. It also requires data on the short-circuit
current of each cell (or the irradiance at each cell) which in
practice might not be known. However, it is possible to gain
some insight by focusing on the larger terms in the sum: with
the a cells shaded, and thus with Ib significantly larger than Ia ,
the a cells will be operating much closer to their short-circuit
current, and so their square terms will dominate. This means
that the power reduction can be very roughly approximated as

Pr ≈ ((Δi)rms)
2 manVT

1
2

Imp

(Ia + Is − Imp)2 (13)

and applying similar approximations to write Vmp ≈
nVT ma

Im p
Ia +Is −Im p

(see Appendix B) and substituting leads to

Pr ≈ (Δi)rms)
2 Vmp

2(Ia + Is − Imp)
≈ (Δi)rms)

2 Rss
Vmp

2nmaVT

(14)
In other words, the power reduction is greater than what would
be expected based on the small-signal resistance by a factor

Vm p
2nma VT

. This is very similar to the factor 1 + Vm p
2nmVT

in (7), but
our approximations have effectively dropped the 1, along with
some other terms. However, even in (7), the factor Vm p

2nma VT
� 1,

and the new factor for nonuniform radiation is significantly
larger, if ma is significantly less than m. In fact, neglecting the
1, the percentage power reduction due to ripple is, in the partial
shading case, greater than in the uniform irradiance case, by a
factor of approximately m/ma . This is as expected based on
the intuitive argument at the beginning of this section.

Precise calculations of theoretical reduction in power output
due to ripple based on (11) for various numbers of shaded cells
in a 40-cell string with different degrees of nonuniformity are
shown in Fig. 3. The vertical axis of the plot is the ratio of power
reduction calculated from (11) compared to the power reduction
expected with uniform irradiance (7). This is the ratio that our
approximate calculations predicted to be m/ma , or, for the
example in the plot, 40/ma . The figure shows that (14) gives a
reasonable estimate as long as the shaded cells have significantly
different irradiance than the nonshaded cells. It is also notable
that the effect can be substantial even with mismatches of less
than 10%, as can be seen more clearly in Fig. 4.

It is important to note that the approximation of using only the
second-order terms in the Taylor expansion will be less accurate
with very sharp corners in the I–V curve. Thus, as ripple gets
large, these approximations lose accuracy faster than those for
uniform irradiance, which are approximating a smoother curve.
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Fig. 3. Calculated reduction in power output due to ripple under partial shading
compared to that with uniform irradiance for a series string of cells. The shading
ratio of the horizontal axis is defined as the ratio of insolation on the unshaded
cells to insolation on the shaded cells. The vertical axis is the ratio of power
reduction calculated from (11) compared to the power reduction expected with
uniform irradiance (7). The legend shows the number of shaded cells ma in a
string of 40. Cell parameters are n = 1.4, VT = 26 mV, and Is = 73.5 nA. The
shaded cells have a short-circuit current of 1 A, which results in a MPP voltage
of 0.5 V.
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Fig. 4. Zoomed-in view of the same calculated reduction in power output
shown in Fig. 3, showing that even a small mismatch caused by partial shading
(e.g., 10%) can make the effect of ripple many times larger than with uniform
irradiance.

The analysis above and the plot are only for the case of two dif-
ferent levels of irradiance. In the general case, the result is dom-
inated by the most weakly irradiated cell or group of cells, and
the effect of ripple will be similarly magnified, approximately
inversely proportional to the number of cells in this group.

Cases with bypass diodes may be addressed by separately
considering operation at local maxima with a particular diode
on or off. With the diode ON, those cells do not participate,
and the analysis above can be applied with m equal to the
number of active cells not bypassed by the diode. With the
diode OFF, the diode has no significant effect and the analysis
above applies directly.

Fig. 5. Test setup for measuring the effect of ripple. Not shown is a multimeter
used to monitor rms ripple voltage, light source (solar or artificial), and cooling
fan.

III. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

To test the analysis in Section II, we artificially added ripple
with various waveforms, amplitudes, and frequencies to a small
single-crystal Si PV panel and measured the effect on power
output. The apparatus used is shown in Fig. 5. The PV panel
(Sunwize SC6-12) was connected to a variable-resistor load
through a Voltech PM6000 power analyzer configured with a
10-MHz-bandwidth shunt with a 1-A nominal current rating.
A function generator was fed through a Hafler P4000 amplifier
and a 60-mF capacitor to apply an ac voltage perturbation with
control of the frequency, amplitude, and waveform. Although
the power amplifier may source some power in addition to that
sourced by the panel, the position of the power meter ensures
measurement of the power output of the panel itself. The ripple
frequencies tested (up to 30 kHz) are well below the 10-MHz
bandwidth of the power analyzer, ensuring accurate measure-
ments with ripple. Rms ripple amplitude is measured with an
Agilent 34401A multimeter with 300-kHz bandwidth. A fan
directed airflow across the panel in order to reduce the ther-
mal time constant and reach steady-state temperature operation
more rapidly.

Most tests used tungsten-halogen lamps as the light source.
The lamps were powered from a dc source to eliminate ripple
in the irradiance after initial tests with the lamp supplied from
60-Hz ac power showed substantial ripple.

The test procedure starts with the waveform generator output
disabled. The panel is placed in the sun or under the halogen
lamp, and a resistive load is manually adjusted to find the ap-
proximate MPP. The panel temperature is allowed to stabilize.
The load is then carefully adjusted to find the MPP. Next, for
each ripple signal tested, the signal generator output is switched
on and off and the panel output power is recorded for both
conditions. The difference between these readings is the power
reduction associated with the ripple amplitude applied.

The experiments with tungsten-halogen irradiation (see
Fig. 6) were more tightly controlled and repeatable than the
experiments with solar irradiation (see Fig. 9). Thus, these ex-
periments were used to more carefully examine the behavior
with different ripple waveforms, frequencies, and amplitudes.
These data are collected in Fig. 6, along with predicted power
reduction based on (7) and based on the naive small-signal
model. For (7), the value of nVT (product of nonideality co-
efficient and thermal voltage) was found to be 29.28 mV from
fitting the model to an experimental I–V curve. At the MPP
with no ripple, power output was about 1.25 W.
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Fig. 6. Experimentally measured power reduction as a function of the rms
amplitude of the ripple voltage for various waveforms and frequencies under
uniform artificial tungsten-halogen irradiation, compared to calculated power
reduction. The noise experiments used wideband Gaussian noise filtered with a
simple RC filter with the indicated cutoff frequency. With no ripple, the MPP
voltage, current, and power were 16.9 V, 73.9 mA, and 1.25 W, respectively.
Short-circuit current was 77.8 mA, and open-circuit voltage 19.85 V.

The new model (7) can be seen in Fig. 6 to be a much closer
match to the data than the naive small-signal model. At 2-V rms
ripple, the data for all of the different periodic waveforms and
frequencies are nearly identical, and coincides very closely with
the model, with average error of only 3.8 mW, which is 1.4%
of the predicted power reduction and 0.3% of the MPP power.
This confirms that the model works well, and also confirms that
the rms amplitude of the ripple is what matters, independent
of waveform. As the ripple amplitude is reduced, the data get
noisier, as expected, because it becomes harder to measure the
smaller power reductions precisely. There does, however, appear
to be some systematic error, with the actual ripple reduction of-
ten significantly higher than the prediction (note the log scale
in the plot). This is most likely a result of imperfect unifor-
mity of irradiance, as discussed in Section II-A. Again, the data
for different waveforms and frequencies are consistent, includ-
ing noise waveforms (for which data are only available up to
1-V rms amplitude), but with the possible exception of the
30-kHz ripple. Although the 30-kHz data are consistent with
the model, the loss reduction appears to be systematically lower
for 30 kHz. We believe that this is a result of cell capacitance
improving the division of ripple voltage between cells, and thus
mitigating the effect of partial shading on ripple sensitivity.
Other possible, but less likely, reasons for the smaller decrease
in power at 30 kHz include stray coupling of additional signal
into the meter used to measure ripple amplitude, or reduced am-
plitude ripple on the cells themselves due to filtering created by
wiring to the cells and the cells’ capacitance.

Initial results before we took care to set up a system with ap-
proximately uniform irradiance on the panel are shown in Fig. 7,
demonstrating reduction of power output much larger than
predicted from (7), consistent with the analysis in Section II-A.
This is corroborated by the similarity of shape of the experi-
mental I–V curve shown in Fig. 8 to the shape of the simulated
curve in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 7. Experimentally measured power reduction as a function of the rms
amplitude of the ripple voltage for various waveforms and frequencies under
nonuniform irradiance, compared to calculated power reduction for uniform
irradiance. With no ripple, the MPP voltage, current, and power were 17.8 V,
119.5 mA, and 2.13 W, respectively. Short-circuit current was 132 mA, and
open-circuit voltage 19.7 V.

Fig. 8. Experimental I–V curve for the panel under nonuniform artificial
irradiation, compared to a model with nonideality coefficient n = 1 and a par-
allel resistance of 2 kΩ. The sharper corner of the experimental curve indicates
nonuniform irradiance, as in one of the curves in Fig. 2.

Results for tests with solar irradiation are shown in Fig. 9.
The data are shown only for relatively large ripple of 1-V rms,
because temporal variations in irradiance were greater than the
effect of the ripple, making it hard to collect meaningful data
with small ripple, even on an apparently cloudless day. The
model predicts the power reduction very accurately, consid-
ering the difficulty in collecting data under naturally varying
irradiance. Note that the difference in predicted power reduc-
tion with different waveforms does not reflect differences in
the effect of those waveforms—rather it represents the different
temperature and irradiance conditions when each data point was
collected. Power output at the MPP ranged from 1.6 to 3.6 W in
these experiments. The results did not suffer from the system-
atic increase in ripple sensitivity found in Fig. 6 and especially
Fig. 7. As the tests with solar irradiation had highly uniform
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TABLE 1
DETAILS OF EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS UNDER SOLAR IRRADIATION, INCLUDING OPERATION WITHOUT RIPPLE

AND POWER REDUCTION WITH 1-V rms RIPPLE.

Without Ripple With Ripple
Maximum power point Power reduction (mW) Ripple

Ripple Voltage Current Power Open cir. Short cir. Predicted Pred. with Meas. Meas. voltage in %
waveform (V) (mA) (W) vltg. (V) curr. (mA) with Rss new model (%) (all 1 V rms)

120 Hz Square 14.7 197 2.89 19.7 199 13.4 76.5 101.0 3.5% 6.8%
120 Hz Triangle 15.4 221 3.40 19.7 228 14.4 85.4 89.5 2.6% 6.5%

120 Hz Sine 15.4 235 3.63 19.7 243 15.3 90.7 70.0 1.9% 6.5%
30 kHz Sine 14.5 110 1.59 19.7 142 7.6 42.9 38.0 2.4% 6.9%
1 kHz Sine 14.5 141 2.06 19.8 112 9.7 55.1 56.5 2.7% 6.9%

Fig. 9. Experimentally measured power reduction with 1 V rms ripple ampli-
tude under solar irradiation, compared to predictions. Note that the difference in
predicted power reduction with different waveforms does not reflect differences
in the effect of those waveforms—rather it represents the different temperature
and irradiance conditions when each data point was collected. Details are in
Table I

irradiance on the panel, this is consistent with our attribution of
the discrepancies in Figs. 6 and 7 to nonuniform irradiance.

IV. CONCLUSION

The power reduction resulting from ripple is much greater
than would be predicted from a small-signal model. Under uni-
form irradiance, it can be simply estimated from rms ripple volt-
age using (8). Under nonuniform irradiance (e.g., partial shad-
ing), it can be significantly higher. These results apply to all of
the various types of ripple a solar panel may be subjected to, in-
cluding double-line-frequency ripple in single-phase inverters,
high-frequency switching ripple with any switching power con-
verter, and perturbations and tracking errors in MPPT systems.

APPENDIX A

DERIVATIVES FOR UNIFORM IRRADIANCE OR SINGLE CELLS

Consider a cell, or string of m identical cells, operating at the
MPP. At the MPP dP

dv = 0. The derivative, in terms of any panel
characteristic i(v), is

dP

dv
= v

di

dv
+ i (15)

and so

0 = Vmp
di

dv
+ Imp . (16)

Thus, at the MPP, di
dv = Im p

Vm p
, and thus the small-signal resistance

Rss at the MPP is

Rss =
Vmp

Imp
. (17)

(The minus sign is dropped because we have defined polarities
consistent with positive power flow out of the cell.)

Now consider derivatives of power based on the exponential
cell model, starting with the power for a panel (3)

P = v(t)Isc − v(t)Is

(
e

v ( t )
nm V T − 1

)
. (18)

The next step is to take the first derivative

dP

dv
= Isc − Is

(
e

v
nm V T − 1

)
− vIs

1
nmVT

e
v

nm V T (19)

and the second derivative

d2P

dv2 =
(
−Is

1
nmVT

− Is
1

nmVT
− V Is

1
(nmVT )2

)
e

v
nm V T

= −2Is
1

nmVT
e

v
nm V T − V Is

1
(nmVT )2 e

v
nm V T . (20)

At the MPP, the first derivative is zero, and so

Isc − Is

(
e

V m p
n m V T − 1

)
= Imp = VmpIs

1
nmVT

e
V mp

nm V T . (21)

Using (17)

1
Rss

=
Imp

Vmp
= Is

1
nmVT

e
V mp

nm V T . (22)

Substituting (22) into (20) leads to

d2P

dV 2 = − 2
Rss

− Vmp

(nmVT )Rss
(23)

This, used in (6), yields (7).

APPENDIX B

CALCULATIONS FOR NONUNIFORM IRRADIANCE

Consider a panel with ma cells with a short-circuit current Ia

and mb cells with a short-circuit current Ib . For simplicity, we
assume that all other parameters are the same for all cells. The
voltage as a function of current is

v(i) = manVT ln
(

Is + Ia − i

Is

)
+ mbnVT ln

(
Is + Ib − i

Is

)

(24)
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and its first and second derivatives are

dv

di
= −nVT

(
ma

Ia + Is − i
+

mb

Ib + Is − i

)
(25)

and

d2v

di2
= −nVT

(
ma

(Ia + Is − i)2 +
mb

(Ib + Is − i)2

)
. (26)

Plugging those values into (11) results in

Pr ≈ ((Δi)rms)
2 nVT

(
ma

Ia + Is − Imp
+

mb

Ib + Is − Imp

+
Imp

2

(
ma

(Ia + Is − Imp)2 +
mb

(Ib + Is − Imp)2

))
. (27)

A simplified approximation for this expression is discussed
in Section II-A. For this purpose, it is useful to write an ap-
proximate expression for the MPP voltage. At the MPP, the first
derivative of power, dP

di = i dv
di + v = 0, and so

Vmp =−Imp
dv

di
=ImpnVT

(
ma

Ia + Is − Imp
+

mb

Ib + Is − Imp

)
.

(28)
As discussed in Section II-A, for Ia significantly less than Ib ,
Imp is much closer to Ia than to Ib . As a result, the first fraction
dominates this expression, even if ma is smaller than mb , and it
is a good approximation to write

Vmp ≈ nVT ma
Imp

Ia + Is − Imp
. (29)
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